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Effective Practices to Support Adolescent Readers

Fall ASDN Webinar Series - 4

Learning Intentions

• Deepen and confirm understanding of the 

importance of including instruction in 

morphology into ELA and content-area 

instruction.

• Deepen and confirm understanding of the 

positive impact of teaching text structures on 

comprehension of text. 

Morphology

The study of words, 
how they are formed 
and their relationship 

to other words.
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Timeline of Essential Elements of Reading

Grade K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Phonemic Awareness

Phonics (Alphabetic Principle)

Accuracy and Fluency with 
Connected Text

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Advanced Word Study

(Scarborough, 2001) 

Word Building By Morpheme

Prefixes Roots Suffixes

re-
de-
pro-
sub-/sup-/sus-
in-/im-

ject
spect
port

-able
-ed
-s
-ing

3 minutes – Chat Box
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Why Teach 
Decoding and 

Word Structure 
to Older 

Students?

Beyond first/second grade, students who are 

below average readers rarely catch up to their 

average performing peers.

Dysfluent readers are hesitant and slow; they 

labor over the words and often have little idea 

what they are reading.

Vocabulary Standards

Vocabulary 
Acquisition & 

Use Standards

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases by using 

context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, 

and consulting general and specialized reference 

materials, as appropriate.
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Morphemic Analysis

• Morphemic analysis is the ability to identify 

meaningful parts of words, i.e. prefixes, suffixes 

and roots. 

• To be most effective, morphemic analysis 

instruction should teach students the meanings of 

specific morphemes as well as a strategy for when 

and why to use them. 

How Many Morphemes?

A morpheme is a meaningful unit.

teach =

teacher =

teachers =

chandelier =

instruction =

1 morpheme

2 morphemes

3 morphemes

1 morpheme

3 morphemes Chat Box
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Familiar Morphemes

Parts of compounds: waterwheel, featherbed

Prefixes: inspect, prospect, suspect, respect

Roots (Latin): spect, tract, form, port

Suffixes: -ed, -ing, -s, -es, -er, -est (inflectional) 
-or, -tion, -ful, -able, -ive (derivational)

Where to Focus…
Latin-based prefixes, roots and derivational 

suffixes are found in more than 60% of the 

content words in textbooks. 

Syllable recognition and syllable division → recognition of morphemes (when they are present in a word)

The goal is for students to process longer words quickly and accurately

Each represents a different level of word analysis

Syllables or Morphemes?
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Dividing Words by Syllable and Morpheme
Word Syllable Division Morpheme Division

tractor

poetry

unicycle

underplayed

trac-tor

po-et-ry

u-ni-cy-cle

un-der-played under-play-ed

uni-cycle

poet-ry

tract-or

Handout –
Ecosystems: An 
Unwelcome Newcomer

Select a few words from the passage 

that would be worthy of previewing 

or word study. Identify a few critical 

features that can be taught explicitly.

Page 3 - Participant Handout

Resources to Support -
Morphemic Analysis Instruction
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Most 
Frequent 
Prefixes

Page 4 - Participant Handout

Most 
Frequent 
Suffixes

Page 5 - Participant Handout

Common 
Greek and 
Latin Roots

aqua water Greek aquarium, aquaduct

aud hearing Latin audio, audition

auto self Greek autograph, autobiography

astro star Greek astronomy, astrophysics, astrology

bio life Greek biography, biology

demo the people Greek democracy, demography

dict speak, tell Latin dictate, predict, 

dorm sleep Latin dormant, dormitory

geo earth Greek geology, geography

graph to write, to draw Greek autograph, biography

hydro water Greek hydroplane, dehydrate, hydroelectric

ject throw Latin reject, deject, project, projectory

luna moon Latin lunar, lunacy

Page 6-15 - Participant Handout
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Nifty Thrifty 
Fifty

Page 16-21 - Participant Handout

Chat Box

How might we guarantee that 

students who need more support 

with the advanced decoding AND 

vocabulary strategy of 

morphemic analysis receive 

consistent instruction in word 

parts across the school day?

Text Features 

and 

Text Structures
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“Readers who can identify the structure of a text are better able to locate the 
information they needs for successful comprehension.” – Williams, 2017

Teaching students about text 

structures supports their ability to 

focus on key information and 

ultimately supports their 

comprehension of content.

(Scarborough, 2001) 

5. Use text features and

search tools (e.g., table of 

contents, index, key words, 

sidebars, hyperlinks) to

locate information relevant

to a given topic efficiently.

5. Describe the overall 

structure (e.g., sequence, 

comparison, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, 

ideas, concepts, or 

information in a text or part 

of a text.

5. Compare and contrast the 

overall structure (e.g., 

sequence, comparison, 

cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, 

ideas, concepts, or 

information in two or more 

texts.
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Alaska ELA 
Standards: 
Reading (6-

12)

Anchor Standard Grade Specific Standard Examples 
(Informational Text)

Craft and Structure
5. Analyze the structure of 

texts, including how 
specific sentences, 
paragraphs, and larger 
portions of the text (e.g., a 
section, chapter, scene, or 
stanza) relate to each 
other and the whole.

Grade 7
5. Analyze the structure an author uses to 

organize a text, including how the major 
sections contribute to the whole and to 
the development of the ideas.

Grade 8
5. Analyze in detail the structure of a specific 

paragraph in a text, including the role of a 
particular sentence in developing and 
refining a key concept.

Grades 11-12
5. Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of 

the structure an author uses in his or her 
exposition or argument, including whether 
the structure makes points clear, 
convincing, and engaging.

Reading 
Standards for 

Literacy in 
History/Social 
Studies 6-12

Reading 
Standards for 

Literacy in 
Science and 

Technical 
Subjects 6-12
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Crafting Informed, 
Explicit Instruction

• Use of exemplar texts (considerate text)

• Use of visual representations (graphic organizers)

• Attention to signal devices

• Planning for effective teacher and student 

questioning

Kindergarten 
through 
Third Grade

Text Structures

Narrative Text Structure

Characters

Setting

Problem/Conflict

Events

Resolution/Outcomes

Theme

Informational Text Structures

Cause/Effect

Compare/Contrast

Description

Chronology/Sequence

Problem/Solution
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An Example:

Effective Approach to 

Implement this High-Impact 

Strategy to  Support 

Language Comprehension.

Page 23-27 - Participant Handout

Text Structure 
Practice

Page 28-29 - Participant Handout
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Page 30-31 - Participant Handout

Closing

Identify one piece of 

information that was new 

learning for you in this webinar?
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